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Cleanses and Detox Programs

Suffering from anxiety, skin conditions, inflammation, autoimmune disorders, fatigue, brain fog, sluggish metabolism or other issues that arenâ€™t getting better?

In this ever-increasing toxic world, itâ€™s important to support your body nutritionally, with powerful foods and supplements for healing illness.

â€œDespite advancements of modern medicine and technology, we are not getting healthier. Thereâ€™s more chronic illness, and each generation is worse than the one before.â€� says Anthony William, The Medical Medium.

Tracy will assist and support you with nutritional Detox and Cleansing programs using foods that heal, based on Anthony William, the Medical Medium protocols.
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Neurolymphatic Point Clearing. 20 minutes

If youâ€™re feeling light-headed, not aligned with your body, a bit anxious or have sore feet, you most likely could use some grounding. Grounding is very useful if you work at a computer for long hours, talk on a cell phone or are in proximity of electronic equipment. Keeping yourself grounded supports your healing process.
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Brazilian Toe Technique  20 minutes

Need a boost of energy? Strenghten your immune system, clear out clogged or stagnant energy, balance basic energy systems and activate the joy circuits in the body. Gentle hands-on touch is used to activate and balance the bodyâ€™s energies.
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Focuses on the bodyâ€™s own language and the ability to understand the messages it is giving us in order to heal. Our beliefs and emotions are often the messages that our problems speak through.




The causes of emotional, mental and physical ailments that stem from your ancestry, conception, birth and childhood can be activated by circumstances in your present life. Tracy will help identify the psychosomatic patterns, such as internal conflict or stress as it relates to your medical condition in order to release it so you can heal.




Tracy says the real key to this healing technique is how it focuses on the emotional component of a disease or illness. Discovering the psychosomatic blocks behind your challenges and resolving the trauma from your past, will free you to live a successful and fulfilling life.




Click Here Tracy Savage, Practitioner
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BioCharger

The Only System that replicates four types of â€œNaturalâ€� energies, meet the BioCharger!

One of the most advanced subtle energy devices on the market, with thousands of programs to choose from, this unit addresses health concerns at the cellular level, improves focus and sleep and accelerates recovery times.

The BioCharger is a non-invasive multi-tasker that can address many symptoms.

At Salt of the Earth groups of four participants can sit comfortably around this amazing device for a healthy dose of subtle energies in a matter of minutes. The BioCharger is the ultimate Recharging station for mind, body, and soul! Call today to schedule an appointment. Your cells will thank you!
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Couples Saltcave Massage

For a more intimate treatment bring your loved one to Salt of the Earth to experience a side by side massage held in our beautiful Saltcave. Service includes Anion/Salt Therapy
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with a choice of 45 or 90 minute session.

The following services may be added to a Couples Saltcave massage for an additional fee:
Himalayan Harmonics

Listen to the vibration of finely tuned Crystal Bowls before or after your treatment.

CBD

We offer a selection of fine quality CBD 5 star rated lotions and ointments (Full or Broad Spectrum) to target those sensitive painful areas, releasing the worry of feeling pain, thus allowing the therapist to go in deeper for more effectiveness. The products we use on our customers are also available in our Retail Store.

Magnesium Massage

Due to extreme stress, many people suffer from Magnesium Deficiency. Magnesium is a key player in cardiovascular health, cellular and energy production. Get relief from muscle cramping, and joint pain with a Magnesium Massage. We offer applications for sensitive skin, and added MSM for additional pain relief. The products we use on our customers are also available in our Retail Store.

Healy

One of our newest “frequency” therapies, Healy works it’s magic through vibration and microcurrents. Based on Tesla technology, this advanced German manufactured hand held device offers over 100,000 frequencies within their 100 plus programs to boost your vitality, health and well being.

Healy is a microcurrent medical device that has been cleared by the US FDA for relief of acute, chronic and arthritis pain, Fibromyalgia, headaches as well as muscle soreness and fatigue as a result of over use or exertion.
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Chakra Balancing: 20 minutes

In order to feel happier, the heart chakra should be sufficiently activated. In order to achieve happiness and joy we need to take care of the heart chakra as well as its opposite chakra, the solar plexus chakra that is the center for lower emotions. If all the chakras and energy channels are clean and bright the physical and emotional health of the body is improved.
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Quickie Energy Balance: 20 minutes

Flush stagnant energies and toxins from the body and support the flow of lymph in your system. This hands-on treatment uses a deep pressure to aid in the release of toxins in the body, get energies moving and boost the healing process. Lymphatic clearing can help prevent illness by purifying your body and energies.

Our lymph nodes fill with toxins as the body works to get back into balance and fight -illness. Stimulating specific points on the body are used to clear the way for toxins to drain into the lymphatic system.

Need a boost of energy? Strenghten your immune system, clear out clogged or stagnant energy, balance basic energy systems and activate the joy circuits in the body. Gentle hands-on touch is used to activate and balance the bodyâ€™s energies.
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Get Grounded  20 minutes

If youâ€™re feeling light-headed, not aligned with your body, a bit anxious or have sore feet, you most likely could use some grounding. Grounding is very useful if you work at a computer for long hours, talk on a cell phone or are in proximity of electronic equipment. Keeping yourself grounded supports your healing process.
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Himalayan Sound Couples Cave

Deeply healing 100 minute session includes 80 minutes of hands on healing and 20 minutes of sound healing, energy clearing and balancing with high vibrational frequencies for self healing, reconnection and inner peace. 
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